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ABSTRACT

We describe the routine production of the “superbias” and “superdark” reference files
that are used to calibrate ACS science data in the pipeline (CALACS). These files are iden-
tified by the BIASFILE and DARKFILE keywords in the header of every ACS science
image. We describe the primary bias and dark features contained in these files, and pro-
vide some guidance on how ACS users can produce even higher signal-to-noise calibra-
tions for datasets with extraordinary calibration requirements (e.g. deep field
observations).

1. Introduction

The procedures used to produce bias and dark calibration reference files for the Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS) were evolving from the pre-launch era through the first year in
orbit. The initial set of reference files used by the ACS calibration pipeline (CALACS)
were created by the ACS Instrument Definition Team using pre-flight data obtained during
thermal vacuum testing. Shortly after ACS was installed during Hubble Servicing Mission
3B in March 2002, those pre-flight reference files were superseded by the first generation
of inflight versions, using data from Servicing Mission Orbital Verification program 8947
(PI Clampin). Then, as the Cycle 11 routine monitoring program 9647 (PI Riess) began
accumulating a critical mass of inflight bias and dark frames, we further modified our pro-
cedures to begin producing higher signal-to-noise reference files on a routine basis, for
both the Wide Field Channel (WFC) and High Resolution Channel (HRC).
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This report details the procedures we have been using since November 2002, at which
time we also retroactively re-produced and re-delivered new reference files for all previous
dates. So far, we have not encountered any serious problems with the bias and dark cali-
bration of ACS data, so we do not expect to modify these procedures significantly again.
However, this report provides some insight for anyone wishing to assess the quality of
these calibration products. The software and procedures by which the ACS calibration
pipeline (CALACS) uses bias and dark reference files to calibrate science data are
described in the ACS Data Handbook (Mack et al. 2003).

Our procedures strike a balance between quality and practicality: producing an adequate
calibration in a reasonable amount of time (within 2-3 weeks of an observation). This is
why we advise ACS users to retrieve (or re-retrieve) their data from the archive roughly 2-
3 weeks after their observing program executes, or to re-retrieve any ACS data retrieved
during the first year in orbit (2002), to ensure that the best calibration reference files have
been applied. The rootname and “use after” date of every reference file we have produced
is available via the web:

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis/reference_files

It is certainly possible to further improve upon these procedures for datasets with extraor-
dinary calibration requirements, so in the Appendix we provide an example from the
Ultra-Deep Field campaign, which could be repeated for any other dataset.

2. Data collection: CCD monitoring program

For both the WFC and HRC, we obtain one bias frame per day at the default gain setting
(gains 1 and 2, respectively), and another bias frame at a higher gain setting (gains 2 and 4,
respectively). We obtain four 1000-second dark frames per day for both detectors, only at
their default gain settings. Some additional bias and dark frames are also collected before
and after all CCD annealing operations.

Since 5 August 2002, the WFC and HRC dark exposures have been executing in auto-par-
allel with each other. This has eased the scheduling constraints -- the visits are now half of
their former duration. So we now obtain all the frames more consistently each day,
although some dark exposure times are now slightly less than 1000 seconds. The default
WFC dark onboard compression has changed from 1.5 to 2.0, and then back to 1.8, where
it has been since 1 Oct 2003. These changes were made as we tried to lower the data vol-
ume of flight calendars without introducing compression artifacts. In fact, faint features
created by data loss (from compression) are evident in Figure 1, but these are not generally
present.
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3. Overview of reference file production

With the goal of providing the best calibration within 2-3 weeks of any ACS observation,
we produce bias and dark reference files in two-week batches. The dates are determined
by the monthly (~26 day) annealing cycle. Each bi-week is either the first or last half of an
anneal cycle. We produce weekly “superbias” reference files (the combination of seven
daily bias frames), and daily “superdark” reference files. This is because the bias levels
and features (e.g. bad columns) change more gradually than the dark features -- most nota-
bly the hot pixels.

The dark reference files are actually hybrids made from two different superdarks. We com-
bine the four daily dark frames into a “daydark”, and we combine all the dark frames from
the bi-week (56 frames) into a “basedark”. By combining more frames, the basedark has
less Poisson noise, but the daydarks contain the best snapshot of the hot pixel population
on a given day. So for every day in the bi-week, we make a copy of the basedark and add
any daydark pixels which are 5σ hotter than they are in the basedark. For example, if the
daydarks have a mean dark current of 0.002 e/pix/sec with an rms of 0.003 e/pix/sec, then
the hot pixel replacement threshold would be 0.002 + (5*0.003) = 0.017 e/pix/sec.

Since we use the concurrent superbias to correct the daydarks and basedark, we would
expect to see no bias features in either. However, a small bias offset is sometimes still vis-
ible among the WFC amplifier quadrants (see Figure 3). This residual bias offset results
from small differences between the bias level in the leading physical overscan and the
active area (Sirianni et al. 2002a). Such offsets are not constant, but show random varia-
tions on the order of few tenths of a DN. The accuracy of the bias level subtraction in a
single quadrant is therefore limited by this random effect. We know, from dark frames
acquired using only one amplifier to readout the entire CCD, that the dark current changes
uniformly across the chip, without any discontinuity at the quadrant boundaries. We will
therefore begin removing this bias artifact by adding 50% of the difference to the lower
quadrant, and subtracting 50% from the higher quadrant. Figure 5 illustrates the correc-
tion. We will do this only for the amp-to-amp differences on each chip, not for any chip-
to-chip difference. We will only correct the basedark, and not the daydarks, since we only
skim hot pixels from them using a high threshold. We will not perform this correction ret-
roactively, so superdarks produced before mid-2004 may still exhibit this problem.
However, this is not expected to be a crucial issue for the overall quality of calibrated sci-
ence images, given that they themselves also suffer from the same random quadrant-to-
quadrant bias offsets.
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Hot pixels are identified with flag 16 in the data quality (DQ) array of the reference dark,
which propagates to the DQ array of the science data. However, our flagging threshold of
0.08 e/pix/sec is much higher than the hot pixel replacement threshold described above:
about 25 times the daydark rms, or 50 times the rms of the resulting reference dark. This is
roughly where the Poisson noise approaches the read noise. So the many “warm” pixels
below this threshold are somewhat arbitrarily deemed to be correctable by the dark refer-
ence file, whereas the flagged hot pixels are deemed too noisy to be corrected.

Some “permanently” hot pixels are identified with flag 64 in the bad pixel table
(BPIXTAB), which also propagates to the DQ array of science data. These are hot pixels
which survived the first four anneal cycles in 2002. However, we now have a much larger
population of non-annealing hot pixels (which has grown particularly fast for WFC, see
Riess 2002), and some of these pixels may have spontaneously annealed since mid-2002.
Since our procedure identifies all hot pixels for a given day with flag 16, we advise ignor-
ing flag 64. We plan to remove these obsolete flags from the bad pixel table, although the
impact of their presence is minimal (merely redundant in most instances).

We do not currently use the data quality (DQ) extension of the bias reference file to flag
bias features (as we do for darks). The brightest features which were present in the first
bias frames are identified with flag 128 in the bad pixel table (BPIXTAB). But bias levels
vary, and bias features (e.g. bright columns) have continued to accumulate. While newer
bias features are not flagged in the bad pixel table, our weekly superbiases adequately
track and correct the changing bias levels and new bad columns. Pixels which were satu-
rated in the first bias frames are also identified in the bad pixel table with flag 256.

In the following tables, we present our procedures as a general algorithm. Some specific
details are provided, but this report alone cannot provide all the technical details necessary
to produce the reference files. Most of the procedures are embedded in software which
requires internal computer accounts and training to utilize. However, this is not true of the
production of special calibration files described in the Appendix, which involves only sim-
ple processing with generally-available tools.

We utilize UNIX shell, Perl, IRAF, and Python/PyRAF scripts. These scripts use a combi-
nation of system commands, utilities, OPUS programs, and STSDAS programs to perform
the necessary processing. So software installations and updates to any of these software
systems can cause changes in the overall behavior and output of this process.
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At the core of the process are the ACSsuperbias and ACSsuperdark IRAF scripts
which were created by the ACS Instrument Definition Team (Sirianni et al. 2002b) to pro-
duce the initial set of reference files (equivalent to daydarks) using pre-flight data. These
scripts utilize CALACS to combine the raw data and reject cosmic rays. We later created
additional IRAF scripts to produce basedarks, add warm and hot pixels to them from day-
darks, and flag the hot pixels, etc.

More recently, a Python/PyRAF script called acspipe was created, based on a similar
tool developed for making STIS reference files (Swam et al., 2002), to automate the initial
(and most tedious) aspects of the procedure. This script exploits the process management
and control features of the OPUS architecture, and the capabilities of PyRAF for running
IRAF tasks in a Python environment, to automate the retrieval of raw calibration data from
the archive, and produce the initial products -- the daydarks and weekly superbiases. The
system awakens periodically to query the scheduling database tables for ACS anneal oper-
ations and the corresponding bias and dark frames scheduled in between them. It then
retrieves the candidate exposures from the archive once they are ingested, processes a set
of exposures into a reference file product, including updating the reference file header with
history information describing the process.

A quick visual inspection of the final products is usually enough for an experienced data
analyst to assess the quality of the output reference files. Any significant deviations from
the images and plots provided in Figures 1-7 would indicate a problem with the process-
ing. With experience, we have become better prepared to identify, investigate, and deal
with missing or corrupted data (scattered light, compression effects, etc.), which can
adversely affect the final calibration products. Although the ACS detectors are quite stable
and well-characterized, we continue to monitor for anomalies and investigate them.

For example, one unforeseen anomaly was the appearance of scattered light in some of the
dark frames used to calibrate data from the GOODS campaign in late 2003. In our investi-
gation, we noticed previous (but much fainter) scattered light intrusions that went
unnoticed, several of which seemed to occur just after CCD annealings. We realized that
the CCD annealing procedure left no filters in the optical path (to allow heat to freely
escape during the CCD cooldown). Although we were not certain that the path of the scat-
tered light passed through the filter wheels, we changed our annealing procedure to
conclude by rotating crossed filters (with overlapping filter transmission curves) into the
optical path. Since this change, we have not observed any darks contaminated by scattered
light.
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4. Production details for superbias reference files

Steps Notes for producing superbias reference files

1. Retrieve two
weeks of bias frames.

This step is per-
formed automati-
cally by acspipe.

One bias frame is obtained daily at the default gain setting, and another at a higher gain set-
ting for both WFC (gain 1 and 2) and HRC (gain 2 and 4). So for a given bi-week, 14 bias
frames should be available for each detector/gain combination. De-archive the bias frames
into separate directories, for example:

> ls /theta/data7/acspipe/work

bias_w1_10046_15_biwk2
bias_w2_10046_15_biwk2
bias_h2_10046_15_biwk2
bias_h4_10046_15_biwk2

2. Define the jref
directory, start IRAF,
and move to one of
the data directories.

This step is per-
formed automati-
cally by acspipe.

> setenv jref /data/cdbs7/jref/
> cd iraf
> cl

cl> set jref = “/data/cdbs7/jref/”
cl> cd /theta/data7/acspipe/work/bias_w1_10046_15_biwk2

3. Make superbiases
for each week.

This step is per-
formed automati-
cally by acspipe.

Make association tables and corresponding raw file lists of all the bias frames for each week
(typically 7 frames), and run ACSsuperbias, for example:

cl >ACSsuperbias hrc_rbia_list hrc_rbia.fits useafter="Feb 07
2004 03:31:33"

Repeat this step for the other gain setting, the other detector, and then the other week.

4. Deliver the super-
biases to the Calibra-
tion Database System
(CDBS).

Set the PEDIGREE keyword to reflect the range of dates of the INFLIGHT data used to pro-
duce the reference file (the entire week). Set the USEAFTER keyword to the observation
date and time (OBS-DATE and START-TIME) of the first bias frame used. Set the
DESCRIP keyword to indicate who made the reference file, and which HST programs pro-
duced the input data:

cl> hedit *_rbia.fits[0] PEDIGREE "INFLIGHT 07/02/2004 14/02/
2004"

cl> hedit 01_hrc_rbia.fits[0] USEAFTER "Feb 07 2004 03:31:33"

cl> hedit 01_hrc_rbia.fits[0] DESCRIP “Created by ACSREF
pipeline from proposal(s) 10042/10059/10046”

These keywords are automatically set by acspipe, so without any “manual” processing, the
weekbiases are the reference files to be delivered to the CDBS to be used in the pipeline (see
Cox & Tullos, 1997).
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Figure 1: ACS/WFC bias structure. To enhance the primary bias features, this is a combi-
nation of many weekly superbiases which has been binned and smoothed. The amplifier
quadrants have noticeably different bias levels, and many bad columns are evident. There
is a faint crosshatching feature which is likely a data compression artifact present in a sub-
set of the superbiases combined here. Now that we have settled on the optimal compres-
sion factor, this artifact is not typically present in weekly superbiases.

5. Monitor bias refer-
ence file features.
Investigate any obvi-
ous anomalies.

A quick visual inspection of the final products is usually enough for an experienced analyst
to determine if the reference bias are of suitable quality. Any significant deviation from the
images and plots in Figures 1 and 2 would indicate a problem with the processing. Investi-
gate any new trends, features, or anomalies which affect the quality of the final reference
darks.

6. Clean up. This ongoing process consumes a great deal of disk space and CPU time, so we delete all
the expendable files once they have been delivered to the CDBS. We retain the directories
and files that record how the reference files were produced, and which facilitate reproducing
them or investigating anomalies. This might include association tables, lists, statistics, histo-
grams, etc.

Steps Notes for producing superbias reference files

WFC1 amp A WFC1 amp B

WFC2 amp C            WFC2 amp D
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Figure 2: These row-averaged plots quantify the bias structure evident in Figure 1, for the
ACS/WFC chips. These profiles were made from a binned and smoothed version of a
superbias, so the bright columns are suppressed to enhance the general bias level gradients
and offsets among the four amplifier quadrants.

WFC1 amp A                          WFC1 amp B

WFC2 amp C                           WFC2 amp D
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5. Production details for superdark reference files

Steps Notes for producing superdark reference files

1. Retrieve two
weeks of dark frames
from the archive.

This step is per-
formed automati-
cally by acspipe.

For both WFC and HRC, four 1000-second dark frames are obtained daily, so 56 dark
frames should be available bi-weekly. Each bi-week is either the first or last two weeks of an
anneal cycle. Dearchive the data into separate directories, e.g.:

> ls /theta/data7/acspipe/work

dark_w1_10046_15_biwk2
dark_h2_10046_15_biwk2

> ls /data/theta7/acspipe/work/dark_w1_10046_15_biwk2/grp2

j8tncwejq_raw.fits
j8tncxfcq_raw.fits
j8tncyfpq_raw.fits
j8tnczgeq_raw.fits

2. Make daydarks for
each day.

This step is per-
formed automati-
cally by acspipe.

Make association tables and corresponding raw file lists for each day (4 dark frames):

# Table forcalacs_asn.fits[1]  Tue 11:07:00 27-Apr-2004

# row MEMNAME                  MEMTYPE        MEMPRSNT
#
    1 j8tncwejq                EXP-CR1        yes
    2 j8tncxfcq                EXP-CR1        yes
    3 j8tncyfpq                EXP-CR1        yes
    4 j8tnczgeq                EXP-CR1        yes
    5 temp_superdark           PROD-CR1       yes

Run ACSsuperdark on all daydark associations, using the concurrent superbias created
above:

cl> ACSsuperdark flist acs_superdark.fits useafter="Mar 18
2002 00:00:00"

3. Create a working
directory, and copy
the daydarks into it.
Define the jref direc-
tory, and start IRAF.

> cd /data/theta10/drk/wfc/apr04_base2
> cp dark_w1_10046_15_biwk2/*/*_superdark.fits .

> setenv jref /data/cdbs7/jref/
> cd iraf
> cl
cl> set jref = “/data/cdbs7/jref/”

4. Set up for produc-
ing a basedark.

(*subasn.cl
produces the
*_asn.fits files)

The dark frames have already been retrieved for the production of the daydarks. So the
BIASFILE is already set to the concurrent superbias created above, and their association
tables already exist, which we can simply merge together. But due to IRAF file processing
limits, we need to make multiple basedark “sub-association” tables. We merge subsets of
the daydark association tables into basedark sub-association tables, so that each sub-associ-
ation samples the entire anneal cycle. Delete all but the last PROD-CR rows in each sub-
association table. Ensure that each sub-association includes 26 or fewer dark frames, and
that they each contain roughly the same number of dark frames.
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5. Make the base-
dark.

(*basedark.cl
produces the
*_bdrk.fits
files)

Run ACSsuperdark on the sub-associations:

cl> ACSsuperdark 00_hrc_bdrk1_list 00_hrc_bdrk1.fits
    useafter="Feb 07 2004 03:31:33"
          (repeat for other sub-associations)

Combine the sub-basedarks with imcalc (take the average) to make the basedark.

The following correction will be added soon, as for the UDF hyperdarks (see Appendix):
Measure any residual bias level offsets between amps on each chip (i.e. amps AB and CD).
Since we don’t know which amp quadrant is “correct”, correct for the offset by adding 50%
of the difference to one quadrant, and subtracting 50% of the difference from the other
quadrant. See Figure 5.

6. Make the reference
darks for each day of
the week.

(*refdark.cl
produces the
*_rdrk.fits
files)

Run the *refdark.cl script which compares each daydark to the basedark to add hot pixels to
the reference dark (refdarks).

Run iterstat on the basedark with 3 sigma clipping to determine the mean dark current
and the standard deviation of the Poisson distribution (i.e. the rms of the non-hot pixels).

cl> iterstat *bdrk.fits[sci,1] nsigrej=3
cl> imcalc 01_wfc_ddrk.fits,00_wfc_bdrk.fits 01_wfc_rdrk.fits
"if abs(im1) .ge. (abs(im2)+0.017) then im1 else im2"

7. Flag new hot pix-
els in the data qual-
ity (DQ) array of the
reference darks.

(*hotflag.cl
populates the DQ
array of the refdark)

Make a DQ array where the value 16 is assigned to any pixels which are above the hot pixel
threshold of 0.08 e/pix/sec, and copy the DQ array into the reference superdark:

cl> imcalc 01_hrc_rdrk.fits[sci,1] 01_hrc_allhot_dq.fits "if
im1 .ge. 0.08 then 16. else 0"

cl> imcopy 01_hrc_allhot_dq.fits[1]
01_hrc_rdrk.fits[dq,1][*,*]

8. Deliver the refer-
ence darks to the Cal-
ibration Database
System (CDBS).

Set the PEDIGREE keyword to reflect the range of dates of the INFLIGHT data used to pro-
duce the reference file (the entire bi-week). Set the USEAFTER keyword to the observation
date and time (OBS-DATE and START-TIME) of the first dark frame used. Set the
DESCRIP keyword to indicate who made the reference file, and which HST programs pro-
duced the input data:

cl> hedit *_rdrk.fits[0] PEDIGREE "INFLIGHT 07/02/2004 14/02/
2004"

cl> hedit 01_hrc_rdrk.fits[0] USEAFTER "Feb 07 2004 03:31:33"

cl> hedit 01_hrc_rdrk.fits[0] DESCRIP “Created by ACSREF
pipeline from proposal(s) 10042/10059/10046”

These keywords are automatically set by acspipe in the daydarks, and they propagate to the
reference darks. So the reference darks should be ready to be delivered to the CDBS (see
Cox & Tullos, 1997).

Steps Notes for producing superdark reference files
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Figure 3: ACS/WFC dark structure. To suppress the hot pixels (which are illustrated in
Figure 5) and enhance the larger and fainter dark features, this is a combination of many
basedarks, which has been binned and smoothed. A small bias offset is visible between the
amplifier quadrants.

9. Monitor dark fea-
tures.

A quick visual inspection of the final products is usually enough for an experienced analyst
to determine if the reference darks are of suitable quality. Any significant deviation from the
images and plots in Figures 3, 4, and 7 would indicate a problem with the processing. Inves-
tigate any new trends, features, or anomalies which affect the quality of the final reference
darks.

10. Clean up. This ongoing process consumes a great deal of disk space and CPU time, so we delete all
the expendable files once they have been delivered to the CDBS. We retain the directories
and files that record how the reference files were produced, and which facilitate reproducing
them or investigating anomalies. This might include association tables, lists, statistics, histo-
grams, etc.

Steps Notes for producing superdark reference files
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Figure 4: ACS/WFC dark structure profile. This column-averaged plot quantifies the fea-
tures evident in Figure 3: the two bright horizontal bands in the WFC2 chip, the bright
edges, and the general gradient, which is not quite continuous across the interchip gap
(center).
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Figure 5: An example of residual amp-to-amp quadrant bias offsets on both WFC chips:
before (above) and after (below) correction. This was the correction made for one of the
UDF hyperdarks (see Appendix). We will soon begin correcting routine basedarks in the
same manner.
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Figure 6: The growth of hot pixels in ACS. These overlayed histograms show the WFC
chip 2 dark current histograms at launch (March 2002) and 18 months later (September
2003). The mean dark current (peak of the Poisson distribution, about 0.003 e/pix/sec)
appears to have increased slightly. But the warm and hot pixel population has grown dra-
matically.
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Figure 7: Overlayed histograms of the various HRC superdarks: the basedark (green), and
daydark (red), which are used to make a reference dark (blue). The basedark provides the
normal pixels (below ~0.02 e/pix/sec) with less Poisson noise than the daydark (rms
0.0026 vs 0.0037 e/pix/sec). The daydark provides all the warm and hot pixels present on
a particular day. The hot pixels (above 0.08 e/pix/sec) are identified with flag 16 in the data
quality (DQ) array of the reference dark.
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Appendix: Production of “hyperdark” reference files for the UDF

The Hubble Ultra-Deep Field campaign produced data which benefits significantly from
calibration with higher signal-to-noise superdarks than the standard product described
above. See the UDF web page for background:

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/udf

Instead of using a 2-week basedark, a “hyperdark” was produced by median-combining
the previous 6 months of basedarks (includes ~700 individual dark frames). Initially, an
18-month hyperdark (combining all available basedarks since launch) with an rms of
0.0008 e/pix/sec was created, but we found that the faint dark structure (seen in Figure 3)
does change a bit over that interval. So for both UDF epochs, a 6-month hyperdark was
created using only the most recent basedarks. They represented the concurrent state of the
faint dark structure better, with an acceptable increase in the rms to 0.0010 e/pix/sec (see
Figure 8). We similarly experimented with producing a superbias made from 3 months of
bias frames (rather than one week), but ultimately, the standard weekly superbias refer-
ence files were used.

The amp-to-amp residual bias offset between quadrants in the hyperdarks was corrected
(which we will soon begin to do for the routine basedarks) by adding 50% of the differ-
ence to the lower quadrant, and subtracting the same amount from the higher quadrant on
both chips (see Figure 5). No chip-to-chip correction was performed.

Since the hyperdark spans many anneal cycles, the addition of hot pixels was a two-part
process. Both the daydarks and basedark (with a lower replacement threshold) were used
to identify which pixels were warm and hot on each day of the UDF campaign. Hot pixels
above 0.08 e/pix/sec were identified with flag 16 in the data quality array, as for standard
superdarks. But for extra processing leverage, warm pixels in the range 0.02 to 0.08 e/pix/
sec were also identified with the unused flag 8, and negative pixels below -0.007 e/pix/sec
were identified with the unused flag 2048.

We can provide guidance to any ACS users interested in producing similar hyperdark ref-
erence files for the calibration of their science data. Send inquiries to
help@stsci.edu.
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Figure 8: Overlayed histograms of a daydark (blue), a 2-week basedark (green), a 6-
month hyperdark (black), and the resulting reference dark (red). The reference dark has
the lower Poisson noise of the hyperdark (rms ~0.001 e/pix/sec), with warm and hot pixels
added from both the basedark and daydark.
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